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• National startup ecosystem facilitator since 2012.

• A part of Enterprise Lithuania – an agency under the Ministry of Economy and Innovations.

• „Umbrella“ organization, aiming to connect different ecosystem players.
Main goal:

- To have more startups in Lithuania and to help them grow.

Main operating principles:

- Do those activities, that are not covered by the ecosystem itself.
- Enable and facilitate ecosystem players to foster the ecosystem themselves.
- Overlook and evaluate activities yearly based on the ecosystem’s condition and needs.
Facilitating the ecosystem

Spread-up
Meet-up
Team-up
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Education
Events
Hakathons
Consultations, Workshops, pre-acceleration program

„Startup Lithuania“

Accelerators, early investments

Venture capital, Enterprise Lithuania

+ Attracting foreign startups (Startup Visa, Startup Employee Visa, Co-creator Grant)
Join our thriving ecosystem!

info@startuplithuania.com